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ABOUT HITACHI INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
Established in 1907 as Tokyo Tukudajima Machinery Company, Hitachi Industrial Equipment
Systems became independent from Hitachi, Ltd. in 2002. Today, the company maintains
its headquarters in Tokyo, Japan and applies over 100 years of motor-related product
knowledge to its lines of industrial electrical machinery that support organizations in
the industries of information and communications, power, railway, public infrastructure,
industrial production, urban development, electronics, home appliances, automotive, and
healthcare. Specifically, Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems (HIE) has become a leader
in the manufacture, sales, and service of a wide range of industrial components and
equipment, including technologically advanced motors, pumps, controllers, air compressors,
transformers, and marking systems. www.hitachi-ies.co.jp/english

“With Aras Innovator and SAP successfully integrated,
we have streamlined the features for registration and
revision of master data or order information that is
linked to SAP.”
Manager
IT Strategy Department
Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems

BUSINESS BENEFITS
▪▪ Unified product data across multiple production facilities, departments, and IT systems
▪▪ Streamlined the process of delivering new products through design, manufacturing, and service
▪▪ Standardized process workflows to be used across the extended enterprise
▪▪ Enabled broader and richer customer service based on improved product knowledge
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AIMING TO MERGE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT’S IT AND OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS
Hitachi Industrial Equipment (HIE) strives to

Thus, an effort was led by the Center for Operational

continuously deliver innovative, robust products

Process Transformation to modernize the HIE

that drive long-term revenue growth and improved

manufacturing processes via standardization and

profitability. In support of this goal, company

integration of product development’s operational and

executives recognized the need to consolidate

IT systems. Such consolidation would enable real-

both their operational systems and IT systems

time collaboration based upon universal, controlled

to streamline global product development. By

access to one set of unified product information and

consolidating systems, they reasoned, the company

associated process flows.

would be able to achieve three core objectives:
1. Globalize and standardize all product

To ensure all IT and operational issues were

information to speed collaboration both within

addressed properly, a three-person team made up

the company and with partners

of two engineers and a manager from the Center for

2. Improve in-field product support capabilities and

Operational Process Transformation, supported by

offer new services around those capabilities

the IT Strategy Department, sought the ideal product

3. Innovate faster than the competition to maintain

development collaboration platform. They defined it

competitive advantage

as having several core characteristics:
▪▪ Flexibility to meet all HIE’s

HIE had relied upon an antiquated, 40-year-old

operational requirements

system, which runs separately from their CAD and

▪▪ Scalability

ERP systems, to manage product design data at each

▪▪ Low implementation and running costs

office and production location. Because this legacy

▪▪ SaaS architecture with intuitive interfaces

system could not connect across different production

to allow HIE staff to self-manage the system

locations, critical product data was never shared

(following initial implementation)

within the different systems across HIE’s production
bases located in different geographies. “The product

Any solution selected by the team would require

information was scattered,” said the manager of the

approval by executives from the Center for

Center for Operational Process Transformation at HIE.

Operational Process Transformation.

“The system had become too bloated and was holding
back multi-discipline and multi-location collaboration.”
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THE MOVE TO A NEXT-GENERATION PLM PLATFORM
As the HIE team searched for a potential solution, they discovered a case study describing
the use of the Aras PLM platform and implementation within the Hitachi Group. Upon
reviewing the features of Aras Innovator and the ways in which the system was being used
at Hitachi Group, the HIE team determined that Aras Innovator met all their functional
requirements as well as their ease-of-use needs.
With Aras selected, the team set about developing a three-phase implementation plan.
Phase I was an ambitious plan to implement a product development collaboration platform
at the Nakajo Division. This division designs and produces a wide array of products, including
transformers, magnetic starters and contactors, thermal overload relays, molded cases,
circuit breakers, earth leakage relays, power distribution & utility monitoring systems, and
programmable logic controllers. Once successful, the company would continue onto the
second and third phases.
Phase II would establish the PLM platform

“We’re excited to bring to thousands of
users, both internally and across our
partner base, the ability to share product
data faster than ever before. When they
can see our exact design intent and know
which components we need to make
those a reality, far fewer mistakes and
delays occur.”
Manager
Center for Operational Process Transformation
Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems

for all product development at the Shimizu
and Ebina divisions, while Phase III would
expand to even more product divisions.
“With this implementation plan, we could
achieve the consolidation of operational
systems and all product data which used
to be managed individually at each office
and production base location,” stated the
Manager for the Center for Operational Process
Transformation. “We are excited to have the
E-BOM and M-BOM shared by everyone who
designs, produces, or supports the product.”
Hitachi Systems, Ltd. (HS) led HIE for the system

implementation covering various operational requirements. HS proposed to maximize the
benefit of Aras’ out-of-the-box features first and then to leverage additional customization
for further benefit.
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REALIZING THE VALUE OF ARAS INNOVATOR
Phase I of the Aras Innovator implementation went smoothly for HIE. In
fact, not only did the company customize two out-of-the-box capabilities of
Aras (BOM management and the Workflow feature), they also completed
integration to SAP ERP. “By customizing BOM management and Workflow
features, we automatically set data items to be connected to the M-BOM
in SAP,” said an excited manager from the IT Strategy Department. “With
Aras Innovator and SAP successfully integrated, we have streamlined the
features for registration and revision of master data or order information
that is linked to SAP.”
Phase I implementation at the Nakajo Division has made collaboration
simple for everyone across the Product Design, Manufacturing, and
Procurement departments. Already, the system is managing all
information related to the following:
▪▪ 24,000 products
▪▪ 55,000 parts
▪▪ 138,000 intermediate parts
▪▪ 6,400 ECOs
Following executive management’s review of the Phase I success with
Aras Innovator and the operational improvements, the HIE team is
currently preparing for Phase II implementation at the Shimizu and Ebina
Divisions. They have also received approval to begin planning for the
Phase III implementation at the Narashino Division.
“We’re excited to bring to thousands of users, both internally and
across our partner base, the ability to share product data faster than
ever before,” said the manager of the Center for Operational Process
Transformation. “When they can see our exact design intent and know
which components we need to make those a reality, far fewer mistakes
and delays occur.”
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IMPROVING THE ENTIRE BUSINESS WITH ARAS INNOVATOR
In line with the company’s new initiative to expand global sales and service systems, HIE is
developing plans to provide design data to its sales teams and customers to improve service
at all levels. Said the manager of HIE IT Strategy Department, “Streamlined collaboration for
our various teams and partners as well as improvement in our service—those are based on
PLM’s originally stated purpose.”

PROJECT SUMMARY
▪▪ PLM: Aras Innovator
▪▪ CAD: HiCAD
▪▪ ERP: SAP
▪▪ Implementation Partner: Hitachi Systems, Ltd.
▪▪ Customized Processes: BOM management, Workflows
▪▪ Users: 350
▪▪ Departments: Multiple
▪▪ Content Unified in Aras: Product data, ERP data, E-BOM, M-BOM

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low code technology
that enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing and
maintenance of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users
in all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the
extended supply chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports
more than 350 global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely
downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed
by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus, Audi, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, and Microsoft.
Aras Corporation | 100 Brickstone Square | Andover, MA 01810 USA
978.806.9400 | info@aras.com | www.aras.com
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